
			 										 			 			
	 																							
	
																								

	

Climate change and migrations.  
“We are just one piece of the puzzle. We are not almighty.” 

The Climate Limbo is a documentary that explores the links between climate change and 
climate-forced migrations.  

 
A	documentary	by:	Elena	Brunello,	Paolo	Caselli,	Francesco	Ferri.	

Genre:	Documentary	
Runtime:	40	mins	

Country	of	Production:	Italy	
Language:	Italian,	English	
Subtitles:	English,	Italian	

Produced	by:	Cambalache,	Frame,Voice,Report!,	The	European	Union,	Consorzio	ONG	Piemontesi,	
Dueotto	Film.	

Festival	Awards:	Special	Mention	at	The	22nd	Environmental	Film	Festival		
 
 

Watch the Official Trailer Here  
 
 

May 7, 2019.  
limbo	
/lìm-bo/	

1. an	imaginary	place	for	lost,	forgotten,	or	unwanted	persons	or	things.	
2. an	unknown	intermediate	place	or	condition	between	two	extremes.	
3. a	prison	or	confinement.		

	
The Climate Limbo is a documentary that explores the links between climate change and 
migrations. Funded by The European Union, produced by Italian NGO Cambalache, Consorzio 
ONG Piemontesi, Dueotto Film, and Frame, Voice, Report!, the film is a documentary written and 
directed by Elena Brunello, Paolo Caselli, and Francesco Ferri. After months of research the 
crew strated to interview some of the most prominent scholars and experts on the topic together 
with a group of climate refugees from the South of the world and a group of European farmers 
whose acitivity is always more often affected by climate change. The message that The Climate 
Limbo conveys is that climate change affects everybody: the rich and the poor. It is not an 
“exotic” issue of Africa or a problem belonging to some far away Pacific island striving with sea-
level rise. Climate change affects us all: from the glaciers of the Alps, to the fertile lands of Central 
Europe, to the hurricane-struck American states, to the Himalayas.  
	
 
Climate change affects migrations and fuels wars. By 2050 climate change driven migrations 
could count up to 300 million new refugees: the climate refugees. Reports from think tanks 
and from scholars warn climate change, natural disasters, water and food shortages could result in 
millions of people driven from their homeland. However, this new emerging category of migrants 
lack any formal definition, recognition or protection under international law. According to the 1951 
Geneva Refugee Convention, which lies on the concept of “well-founded fear of persecution”, 
climate refugees do not exist and cannot be granted asylum or international protection.  
 
Most of these people come from the South of the world where economies are mainly based on 
agriculture and on the exploitment of natural resources, thus making them more dependent on 
climate. However, climate change also affects Europe, North America, and rich countries. The 



			 										 			 			
	 																							
	
																								

	

Mediterranean basin is a hot spot for climate change; southern regions of Italy are at risk of 
desertification.  
 
Can climate change be considered as an agent of persecution? Are these people refugees? Are 
environmental refugees a myth or reality? How many new climate refugees can we expect in the 
next decades? Even though we cannot make precise predictions, what we do know is that 
between 2008 and 2018 millions of people have already been displaced by climate change. 
And we expect this number to rise. These people live in a limbo; it has been difficult to hear their 
voices and there isn’t still any legal recognition of their refugee status. Yet, this people do exist and 
they are forced to live their everyday life fighiting against climate change and environmental 
disasters often caused by human activity.  
 
“Today, we know that climate change is mainly a result of human acitivity. I think this is very good 
news. Why? Because if climate change were solely the result of natural causes we would have 
been completely powerless, whereas knowing what triggered it and being aware of our degree of 
responsibility in this process, we have the power to act, to slow it, and to stop it” quotes Professor 
Antonello Pasini, member of the Institue of Atmospheric Research in Rome.  
 
Together with Professor Antonello Pasini, we learn from Anna Brambilla, lawyer of ASGI (The 
Association for Juridical Studies on Immigration) that these people are fighting their battle against 
institutions that do not legally recognize their tragedies. In this peculiar historical time, it seems that 
we are more concerned of building walls rather than understanding the complexity of 
climate change and its implications in terms of global security: “Those who now wish to build walls 
around Italy need to remember that those walls that we build now are going to be an obstacle to 
overcome for our children in the future. And I dont’ think this is something we wish for our children” 
asserts Brambilla.  
 
The Climate Limbo then interviews Queen, a Nigerian woman who fled her land due to 
environmental disasters caused by oil splling in the Delta region. Rubel is a man from 
Bangladesh who had to leave his country because of sea-level rise and flooding. Luigi is an old 
tomato farmer from Piedmont who struggles against droughts. Carlotta is an Italian cattle breeder 
who strives with water supplies. Glaciologist Enea Montoli explains how the retreat and melting of 
Alpine glaciers will soon impact on energy supplies in Europe. 
 
The Climate Limbo tries to analyze the complex situation and consequences of climate change on 
human lives and environmental-driven migrations, putting the climate change issue in a global 
frame.  
 
Trailer:	The	Climate	Limbo	on	Vimeo	
Film	stills:	http://bit.ly/2H9vzEv 
 
Contact: 
Elena Brunello 
+39 340 5298339 
elenabrunello6@gmail.com  
 
Ilaria Leccardi 
+ 39 393 0250146 



			 										 			 			
	 																							
	
																								

	

comunicazione@cambalache.it 
 
 
Facebook: 
http://www.facebook.com/TheClimateLimbo 
 

 


